
Sermon Advent 3.   

Zepheniah 3:14-18, Philippians 4:4-7, Luke 3:10-18 

What reasons do you have to be joyful this last week?  The Omicron ogre, 
storms galore, tornadoes in the US, slick and efficient government the 
news quiz and current affair commentators will be having a field day and 
joy will not be a word that appears often.  Unless you are one of those folk 
that enjoys and benefits from chaos and pain, like a hyena waiting for a 
sick animal to finally succumb.   

Today though is known as Joyful Sunday, Gaudete Sunday. The word 
“gaudete” is derived from the Latin words “gaudium,” joy, and “gaudeo,” to 
rejoice or be glad. On Advent 3 Gaudete Sunday, turns us to the nearness 
of Christmas, the feast that gives us reason for great joy. “And shareth in 
our gladness and feeleth in our sadness” (not a line from scripture but 
Once in Royal Davids City) This is our joy.  

Gaudete is taken from the Entrance Antiphon: “Rejoice in the Lord always; 
again I say, rejoice. Indeed, the Lord is near” it is a paraphrase of our 
epistle, Phil 4:4-5…. Sounds better doesn’t it than I want you to be happy 
according to our translation today.  Advent is meant to be a time of joyful 
expectation and eager preparation for the fulfilment and joy of Christmas. 

This Sunday we think about the life and role of John the Baptist and in a 
sense he doesn’t seem to fit easily with the word joy let alone happy.  He is 
a tough challenging figure. He seems to confront the crowds rather and can 
seem quite a contrast with Jesus and especially those occasions when he 
has pity on them, wants to feed them and asks for their forgiveness.  Of 
course Jesus can be stark too think of some of his conversations with the 
Pharisees and sadducees; but there appears to be balance.  This seems 
not to be so with John and yet the crowds come to him and he is a popular 
and enigmatic figure.  

In todays Gospel John is blunt with his questioners. If you have plenty to 
wear or eat – give it away, tax collectors – don’t swindle people. Soldiers – 
be content with you pay and don’t use your role to bully people.  (note that 
these soldiers would be Jewish soldiers assigned to Herod not romans).  
This is an important aside for these people are steeped in the Hebrew 
scriptures they know the promises of God, the coming of the messiah the 
restoration of Israel is the true and faithful promise of the one true and 



loving God. They know that fulfilment and restoration will require sacrifice, 
effort and pain. But the joy will be worth it.  

Johns challenge, like a plough preparing a field, turns the settled image of 
messiah over to reveal the truth that the coming messiah will not be what 
they wanted. Remember the aside – Johns questioners were all Jews. Two 
aspects of John’s declarations would have shocked his hearers – they 
would not be shocked by his instruction to do the right thing with food 
money or power. They would have been very shocked by the contrast of 
the true messiah with their idea.  He was not one that would rid the land of 
foreign domination and secondly judgement would threaten Gods very 
chosen people.  

This is at the heart of the contrast between water and spirit and the contrast 
between external action and internal heart. John’s grim prediction of 
judgement, of winnowing wind and fire doesn’t sounds like good news – it 
doesn’t sound joyful.  

But the good news is good, even if the days news is not nice, is confusing 
threatening and upsetting it will not quench the fire of God’s love in Christ 
or extinguish his light. St.Paul himself as a devout Jew could easily have 
been one of the questioners of John and have been shocked by his settled 
understanding of messiahship being so ploughed up.   

It is only after his own repentance deep in his own heart that he is able to 
embrace the good news and the true messiah.  This allows Paul to see the 
fulfilment of Hebrew prophecy, withstand the onslaught of persecution, 
tribulation and trial and say “Rejoice in the Lord always; again I say, rejoice. 
Indeed, the Lord is near” 
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